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8 floor lamps

Lot of misc.

International Auction Gallery 
1580 S. Sinclair St., Anaheim, CA 92806

714-935-9294

Dec. 15, 2014 Auction Catalog

Victorian mahogany coffee table with claw feet and a maple coffee table

A glass top bronze base table with hoof motif leg

Vintage doll high chair

Prev. @Sun. (12/14) 10am-4pm & Mon. from 10am-6pm,  Sale Starts 3pm

Lot of vintage table cloth

2 cabinets/ console servers

Lot of misc. perfume bottles and a tray

2 Victorian needle point chairs and a needle point pillow

7pc walnut dining room set; including dining table with 2 extensions and 6 chairs (including 2 captain's chairs)

painted wood carving of parrot and a sand stone casting of parrot

3 Danish modern style chairs

2 Victorian cane top stools (one need repair)

Lot of vintage linens

Pair Hawaiian wood based table lamp with bamboo shade

A fine overstuff armchair

A vintage advertisement panel for Pabst Beer

6pc depression glasses

Lot of misc.

Oil on board "still life" and oil on canvas "landscape"

4 oil paintings, some not framed

A very ornate painted white cabinet and a small lamp table/ cabinet

4 misc. chairs

Lot of misc. silverplate items

Lot of misc.

4 misc. 50's and deco side chairs

4 Victorian hand colored fashion etching

6 vintage etchings and a photo of Boeing 727

4 Japanese 19th century egg shell covered bowls (one cover missing), and 4 beautifully painted small plates signed by 

artist

4 Victorian side chairs

4 Japanese 19th/20th century blue and white egg shell cups and saucers

5pc 19th century Japanese hand painted Kutani tea set

A fine Japanese Nippon hand painted vase depicting pheasant

19th century hand color enhanced etching depicting English country side scene and an oil on panel depicting snow 

scene

An interesting oil on canvas depicting cat portrait, attributed to George Young

3 items; a rattan stool, Victorian painted black low table and a Victorian muffin stand (top missing)

Lot of misc.

Lot of misc.

A game table and 4 chairs

A Victorian mahogany cased sewing machine by "While"

Victorian mahogany drop leaf table with 4 mahogany chairs

Prestige sewing machine by Brother with cabinet

A Singer sewing machine with cabinet

2 very nice Victorian mahogany framed armchair

Lot of prints and a couroc platter by Monterey
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Lot # Item description low est high est start $

101 2 Chinese 18th/19th century porcelain snuff bottles/medicine bottles, 2.15"H, 2.2"H $80 $150 $20

102 Chinese porcelain snuff bottle painted with lohan, 3.9"H $100 $300 $30

103 Amethyst color Peking glass snuff bottle decorated with butterflies, 2.45"H $100 $300 $30

104 A jadeite like Peking glass snuff bottle, 3"H $100 $300 $30

105 Amber snuff bottle, 3.1"H $100 $300 $30

106 A lapis carved snuff bottle (2.1"H) depicting qilin and lotus flower, with horn carved 

stand

$100 $300 $30

107 Amber color Peking glass snuff bottle (3"H) decorated with taotie mask, with horn 

carved base

$100 $300 $30

108 Famille rose porcelain snuff bottle (3"H) painted with foreigner, with horn carved base 

(painting worn)

$80 $150 $20

109 2 snuff bottles; famille rose porcelain bottle (2.6"H), and a Tibetan copper bottle with 

stone overlay (2.35"H)

$100 $300 $30

110 Amethyst color Peking glass snuff bottle (2.5"H) decorated with butterflies, with horn 

carved base

$100 $300 $30

111 Chinese dzi beads (2.1"L, 1.5"L (2)), jadeite (30mm dia, 0.7"x1.4"x0.8" (2)) and 

wood(?) bead (11.5mm dia x 96 beads) necklace

$150 $350 $50

112 Chinese dzi beads (0.65"L each x 11 beads), turquoise (0.5"dia each x 12 beads) and 

tiger eye (0.8"dia) bead necklace

$100 $300 $30

113 Amber ornament in dragon motif, 3.4"Hx3.8"x1.9" $100 $300 $30

114 A Chinese celadon jade carved belt buckle in Buddha's head motif, 3.25"x2.25"x0.6" $100 $300 $30

115 2 Chinese jadeite carved belt buckles (0.55"Hx2.2"x1.65", 0.55"Hx2.1"dia), and a 

jadeite ornament (possible paper weight) in gourd shape (3.9"Hx2.1"dia)

$100 $300 $30

116 A Song style crackle porcelain jar, 4.3"Hx7.1"dia $100 $300 $30

116A Vintage South Asia wood carved god group (minor damage) $80 $150 $20

117 A Song style white porcelain vase with lion head motif handles, 11.2"Hx5.6"x4.7" $100 $300 $30

118 Chinese Yixing teapot, 5.5"Hx7.6"x4" $100 $300 $30

119 Chinese bamboo carved brush holder decorated with scholar scene in relief (cracks), 

7"Hx5"x4.9"

$80 $150 $20

120 Pair Chinese yellow background porcelain bowls (1.75"Hx4.35"dia each) painted with 

the portrait of 8 Daoism god

$100 $300 $30

121 Unusually large crystal bowl by Orrefors, 4.4"Hx9.5"x7.1" $80 $150 $20

122 American brilliant cut crystal relish tray, signed Libbey (minor chip on top teeth), 

2.1"Hx12"x4"

$80 $150 $20

123 Baccarat black crystal bear (2.6"Hx4.9"x2.5") $100 $300 $30

124 4 sapphire glass wine cups (0.75"Hx1.5"dia each) with sterling silver jacket 

(1.2"Hx1.6"dia each) by Wallace(?)

$80 $150 $20

125 Vintage music automaton of bird in cage, 6"Hx4"x4" $30 $70 $10

Pair 50's cubic lamp table/cabinet

4 table lamps

An early 20th century leather office chair

3 glass pieces with gilt ormolu

A 50's oak desk

A 50's maple desk with chair

Lot of Auction catalog

5 Victorian fans (damage), and pair brass creamer and sugar

A miniature enamel dome shape table clock

A beautiful flame mahogany radio cabinet

3 fine framed French ormolu pieces

Early 20th century Chinese/Japanese blue and white porcelain monk

Lot of misc. jewelry



126 7 English 18th/19th century Staffordshire pottery pieces, 2.4"H - 8.2"H $300 $500 $100

127 8 English 18th century porcelain pieces; including a creamer (4.2"Hx6.25"x3.8"), 4 cups 

(approx. 1.9"Hx3"dia each), and 3 plates (approx. 1.2"Hx5.5"dia each)

$100 $300 $30

128 Retro weighted sterling 3-light candelabra, 4.05"Hx7"x7.7" $50 $150 $20

129 Mail box with decoration in the motif of dog, 12"x13"x1.6" $30 $70 $10

130 Civil war rifle by Tower (64 caliber musket), dated 1863, 52"L $300 $500 $100

131 Antique Masonic sword, 36.7"L (blade 28"L) $150 $350 $50

132 European 19th century officer sword, 38.2"L (blade 30"L) $150 $350 $50

133 US Civil war officer sword by Tiffany & co (tip smoothed), 35.3"L (blade 29.85"L) $500 $800 $150

134 A murano glass bowl, 6"Hx20.2"x9.5" $50 $100 $20

135 2 Japanese antique bronze stirrups, 4.4"Hx7.4"x4.35", 4.4"Hx7.4"x3.9" $150 $350 $50

136 Ivory bracelet (0.6"Lx0.5"dia (16)), ivory carved bear (1.3"L), and ivory carved 3-"no" 

monkeys (1.55"H each)

$100 $300 $30

137 2 book; a Chinese story book (11.2"x8.7"), and an interesting book (17.5"x5") of 

Chinese imperial names for coins

$30 $50 $10

138 A large gilt wood Buddha, 48.65"H $300 $500 $100

139 2 polychrome wood carved Buddha, 29"H, 30"H $300 $500 $100

140 A fine stone carved inkwell decorated with lotus flowers, 1.3"Hx9.1"x7.2" $300 $500 $100

141 Victorian walnut hall tree, 75"Hx40"x8.5" $150 $350 $50

142 18th/19th century European gothic style monk's bench with gargoyle motif handles, 

74"Hx27"x19.5"

$150 $350 $50

143 Unusual Hawaiian lamp table, 24.5"Hx18"x12.5" $100 $300 $30

144 Victorian miniature organ with ivory keys and rosewood case, 30.5"Hx43"x20" $150 $350 $50

145 3pc of Waterford; a lamp (18"Hx6.5"dia), a covered candy jar (6.6"Hx5'dia) and a 

pitcher (6"Hx6.1"x4.15")

$200 $400 $80

146 Pair Chinese yongyao style porcelain vases, 9.25"Hx4'dia each $150 $350 $50

147 A large Chinese vintage painted Buddha's head, 23.75"Hx14"x13" $300 $500 $100

148 Chinese celadon jade carved belt buckle (3.6"H) depicting face $100 $300 $30

149 8 jadeite carved miniature snuff bottles, 2.35"H, 1.9"H, 2.1"H, 1.6"H, 2"H, 1.8"H, 

1.55"H, 1.35"H

$350 $750 $120

150 A fine Russian antique samovar, 18"Hx17.2"x15.6" $400 $700 $150

151 A fine Persian marble carved box (3"Hx5.55"x3.45") and a marble carved plaque 

(1.05"Hx11.5"dia)

$100 $300 $30

152 3 Persian paintings (9.85"x5.9", 9"x6.7", 3.8"x2.4") depicting fairy tale scenes, with 

beautiful inlaid frames

$500 $900 $150

153 Persian faience blue porcelain bead necklace (0.5"-0.8" dia (40)) $80 $150 $20

154 A beautiful Persian enamel silver bracelet (tested silver, content unknown) 

(2.7"x2"x1.4"), wt. 68gm

$50 $150 $30

155 2 vintage tin wind-up toys (not functional), 7.9"H each $80 $150 $20

156 Vintage advertisement board for "Gold Dust Washing Powder", 11"x21" $100 $300 $30

157 Vintage tin advertisement panel for "Coon Chicken", 10.6"x35" $100 $300 $30

158 Vintage advertisement for "Oldetyme Distillers, Inc.", dated 1935, 14"x19" $100 $300 $30

159 Oil on canvas "Doll" by Jean Calogero (1922-2001), 21.2"x14.5" $200 $400 $80

160 A fine vintage hand made Turkish rug, 97"x87.5" $300 $500 $100

161 An early American alphabet sampler with description, signed and dated 1799 (worn and 

pinholes), 14.3"x12.1"

$300 $700 $100

162 An early American alphabet sampler, signed and date Dec. 16th, 1856, 19.5"x16.7" $300 $700 $100

163 A large early American sampler with picture and description, signed and dated 

December, 1853, 23.5"x29.5"

$400 $700 $150

164 A large early American sampler with description and picture, signed and dated 1853, 

23.5"x21.5"

$300 $700 $100



165 A beautiful early American sampler with picture and description, signed and dated 1827, 

19.35"x15.3"

$400 $700 $150

166 An early American sampler with picture, signed and dated 1832, 22.6"x17" $400 $700 $150

167 An early American hymn sampler, signed and dated 1849, 12.8"x10.25" $300 $700 $100

168 An early American alphabet sampler, signed and dated September 12, 1819, 15.4"x17" $400 $700 $150

169 An early American alphabet sampler, signed and with picture, 16.25"x16.5" $300 $700 $100

170 2 early American samplers; one decorated with flower and signed (17"x17"), one 

decorated "God Bless Our Home" (19.6"x15.5")

$300 $700 $100

171 10 American antique framed embroidery works, 9.5"x6.6" - 13.6'x10" $100 $300 $30

172 10 American antique framed embroidery, needle point and cross stitch works, 5.25"x9" - 

11"x13.7"

$100 $300 $30

173 10 American antique framed embroidery, needle point and cross stitch works, 8.5"x8.5" - 

15.7"x19.5"

$100 $300 $30

174 10 American antique framed embroidery, needle point and cross stitch works, 5.75"dia - 

15.5"x13.5"

$100 $300 $30

175 11 American antique framed embroidery, needle point and cross stitch works, 3.2"x5.1" - 

12.5"x9.3"

$100 $300 $30

176 Approx. 20 American antique framed embroidery, needle point and cross stitch works, 

3.25"x2.25", 11.75"x8.25"

$100 $300 $30

177 9 auction catalogs and reference books for sampler and textiles, 5.85"x8.25" - 

11.1"x8.3"

$30 $90 $10

178 8pc jade carving; 4 leaf shape dishes (3.85"x3"x0.5" each) and 2 cups (2.1"Hx3.1'x2.5" 

each) and saucers (0.5"Hx4.75"dia each)

$100 $300 $30

179 Jadeite carved plaque (2.15"x1.5"x0.35") with qilin in relief with jadeite bead necklace, 

and a lavender jadeite carved qilin (2.9"L)

$150 $350 $50

180 Unusual natural agate boulder, 2.8"Hx2"x1.8" $80 $150 $20

181 European ivory carved Jesus bust (2.85"H), and a Japanese bone carved 3-section inro 

(2.85"x2.4"x0.7")

$200 $500 $80

182 Pair Japanese enamel silver earrings (1.2"dia each) decorated with crane, and a Japanese 

ivory plaque (1.5"dia) engraved with flower and bird scene with silver backing

$150 $350 $50

183 Pair Chinese antique export silver nut compote (1.8"Hx5.4"x3.5") by Wang Hing, wt. 

125gm

$100 $300 $50

184 A jadeite (8.5-10.5mm dia (47)) necklace and a rose quartz  necklace (16.25"L) (clasp 

damage)

$100 $300 $30

185 A lapis bead (12-17mm dia (30)) necklace, and a Peking glass bead necklace (22.2"L) $100 $300 $30

186 4 Japanese gold inlaid bracelets, 6.9"L, 7.15"L, 7.2"L, 7.3"L $100 $300 $30

187 7 jadeite and agate pendent (1.2"L, 1.3"L, 1.15"L, 0.8"H, 0.7"H, 0.7"dia, 0.6"dia) with 

14K Y/G clasp

$300 $500 $100

188 Victorian 14K rose gold brooch (1.3"dia) set with an old cut diamond at center wt. 

approx. 0.15ct, surrounded by seed pearls, wt. 5.4gm

$150 $250 $70

189 A 14K Y/G nugget ring, center a brilliant cut diamond, wt. approx. 0.25ct, wt. 11.4gm, 

size 9.5

$300 $500 $150

190 Suite of retro jewelry; a 14K citrine ring (size 5.75), a 14K citrine pendent 

(0.95"x0.65"x0.5") and pair 18K rose gold citrine earrings, total wt. 38.7gm

$400 $800 $200

191 A 14K Y/G jadeite ring, and a 14K Y/G multi-color jadeite ring, wt. 8.2gm, size 6 $200 $400 $100

192 14K ring, center a rare Chinese 19th century natural tourmaline carved lohan (hairline), 

wt. 4.8gm, measures 13.5x9.7x8mm, size 6.25

$150 $350 $70

193 An early 20th century 14K Y/G jadeite ring, center a translucent jadeite measures 

13.7x10.2x6.5mm, size 6

$300 $500 $100

194 Pair 14K Y/G jadeite earring, each center a translucent apple green jadeite, each 

measures 15.8x11.8x5mm

$600 $900 $200



195 Chinese 1986 25-yuan panda pure gold coin (1/4 troy ounce) $300 $500 $150

196 14K Y/G diamond ring, center a fine quality marquise diamond, wt. approx. 0.25ct, 

accented by small diamonds, tdw approx. 0.60ct, wt. 3.4gm, size 6.5

$400 $700 $150

197 A 14K Y/G bracelet (7.6"L) set with 25 fine opals, total opal over 10ct, wt. 31.4gm $800 $1,500 $400

198 14K Y/G diamond ring, center a marquise diamond, wt. approx. 0.30ct, accented by 12 

small diamonds, tdw approx. 0.65ct, wt. 4.1gm, size 6 (this ring has never been worn)

$400 $700 $150

199 A beautiful 14K panther motif brooch, center a Mabe pearl (18mm in diameter) and 

accented by sapphires, wt. 14.4gm, and a pair match Mabe pearl earrings (11mm in 

diameter)

$400 $700 $200

200 Lady's art deco 14K W/G diamond wrist watch by Hamilton, attached to a 14K W/G 

bracelet, set with 75 excellent quality diamonds, tdw approx. 2.5ct, wt. 20.4gm, 6.6"L

$600 $1,200 $300

201 Man's Tiffany & co. portfolio wrist watch with extra links $200 $500 $100

202 A beautiful 18K Y/G floral design brooch (2.5"x1.85"), center a chrysoprase accented 

by 6 small diamonds, wt. 7.6gm

$150 $350 $80

203 A beautiful art deco platinum diamond bracelet (6.2"L), center with 2 gem quality 

European cut diamonds, each wt. approx. 0.85ct (VS, ~H), accented by 65 fine quality 

small diamonds, tdw approx. 5.0ct, wt. 18.3gm

$3,000 $7,000 $1,500

204 A fine art deco 14K rose gold citrine ring, wt. 8.7gm, size 5 $150 $350 $80

205 An 18K Y/G ring, center a pink cabochon, may be topaz(?), wt. 10.5gm, size 9 $250 $500 $150

206 An important art deco platinum diamond ring, center a fine quality brilliant cut diamond 

wt. 4.12ct (~VS2, ~I), accented by 2 baguettes, each wt. approx. 0.30ct, tdw approx. 

4.75ct, size 7

$25,000 $45,000 $12,000

207 14K Y/G Victorian scarf brooch (1"x0.5"x0.8"), center a natural beryl wt. approx. 6ct, 

wt. 5.9gm (see GIA certificate)

$150 $350 $70

208 14K Victorian ring, center 3 pink stones, possible topaz, wt. 4.9gm, size 4.5 $150 $350 $80

209 A beautiful platinum diamond ring, center gem quality pear shape diamond wt. approx. 

1.20ct (~SI1, ~H), accented by approx. 32 baguettes and 13 brilliant cut diamonds, tdw 

approx. 5.0ct, size 8.5

$3,000 $5,000 $1,500

210 Victorian 8K (333) rose gold intaglio ring, wt. 4.2gm, size 4.5 $80 $200 $50

211 14K Y/G ribbon style diamond ring, channel set with approx. 29 diamonds, tdw approx. 

0.60ct, wt. 3.4gm, size 6.25

$150 $350 $70

212 A 14K Y/G ring, center round pearl (possible natural), with 2 very fine quality 

translucent emerald green jadeite (jadeite natural color), each measures 7x4.8x4.2mm, 

size 6.5

$600 $900 $200

213 14K Y/G ring, center a green stone, possible beryl, accented by 3 fine quality kite shape 

diamonds, each wt. approx. 0.15ct, tdw approx. 0.45ct, wt. 12.5gm, size 5.75

$250 $450 $150

214 A beautiful art deco diamond ring, center a fine quality European cut diamond, wt. 

approx. 0.8ct, accented by small blue stones, wt. 2.8gm, size 6

$1,500 $2,500 $700

215 A fine 14K Y/g ruby ring set with 9 oval rubies, total ruby approx. 1.2ct, wt. 4.7gm, size 

9.5

$100 $300 $50

216 A 10K Y/G jadeite ring, center a fine apple green jadeite measures 17.5x14.2x3.4mm, 

wt. 5.4gm, size 6

$300 $500 $150

217 An early 20th century 14K rose gold ring, center bezel mount a jade cabochon, wt. 

4.5gm, size 5.5

$150 $350 $70

218 A beautiful 10K Y/G ring center a faceted red stone (possible garnet), accented by six 

small diamonds, wt. 6.7grams, size 8

$100 $200 $60

219 14K Y/G retro ring, center a star ruby approx. 6ct, wt. 4.8gm, size 5.75 $150 $350 $80

220 2 rings; a 14K Y/G amethyst ring in sun burst motif (size 4), and a 10K Y/G diamond 

ring, tdw approx. 0.25ct (size 8), wt. 7.3gm

$150 $350 $80

221 2 ivory carved horses (2.2"H, 1.85"H); one decorated with 14K Y/G saddle, ruby and 

sapphire

$300 $500 $100

222 Japanese ivory carved okimono (3"H) depicting man with bird cage $100 $200 $30



223 3 Japanese netsuke (2"H, 2.1"H, 1.25"H) and a small ivory carved eagle (0.8"H) $150 $350 $50

224 Chinese ivory carved panel (4.9"H) depicting mountain scene with people, and a 

Chinese ivory carved fisherman (missing parts) (3.7"H)

$100 $300 $30

225 2 ivory carved Hindu gods (missing item in hand), 4.7"H, 4.35"H $150 $350 $50

226 3 ivory carved elephants (one elephant has one trunk missing), 1.65"H, 1.35"H, 1.65"H $80 $150 $20

227 3 Chinese ivory carved figures, 4.05"H each $300 $500 $100

228 A fine Chinese 19th century ivory carved card case (4.1"x2.9"x0.4")with panel carved 

with garden scenes

$300 $500 $100

229 A fine Chinese ivory carved fisherman, 11.9"H $200 $400 $100

230 4 Chinese ivory carved figures, 3"H (2), 3.15"H, 2.55"H $200 $400 $100

231 A beautiful Japanese polychrome ivory carved tusk (approx. 12"L) depicting immortals, 

signed by artist on stand

$400 $800 $150

232 Japanese ivory carved okimono depicting court lady (the fan in hand missing), 6.5"H $200 $500 $80

233 Chinese ivory carved GuanYin, 10"H $500 $900 $150

234 Chinese ivory carved Daoism god, 8.85"H $500 $800 $150

235 Chinese ivory carved fishing lady, 9"H $500 $800 $150

236 Chinese ivory carved court lady, 9.9"H $500 $800 $150

237 A beautiful Chinese 19th century polychrome ivory carved snuff box, 

1.35"Hx2.95"x2.2"

$500 $800 $150

238 Chinese 19th century canton ivory carved snuff box (1.2"Hx2.2"x1.6"), carved with 

fairy tale scene in high relief (top edge minor chip)

$500 $800 $150

239 Chinese 19th century canton ivory carved box (1.4"Hx2.4"x1.8") with original 6 

Chinese mother of pearl carved gaming counters (1.9"x1.3"x0.15' each)

$600 $900 $200

240 Chinese 18th/19th century ivory carved belt buckle depicting dragon motif at center, 

0.7"x3.05"x1.95"

$300 $500 $100

241 A beautiful Chinese ivory carving (10.7"H) depicting hehe 2 gods (和合二仙) $3,000 $5,000 $1,000

242 A magnificent Chinese ivory carving (11.8"H) depicting lohan with dragon (騎龍羅漢) $3,000 $5,000 $1,000

243 Chinese antique jadeite carved seated Buddha, 8.5"Hx6.75"x3.55" $600 $900 $200

244 Large Chinese bonze sculpture of standing Buddha, 30.2"Hx12"dia $600 $900 $200

245 A fine green iridescent art glass bowl by Loetz, 3.4"Hx8.1"dia $300 $500 $100

246 Unusually large Loetz green iridescent handled jar by Loetz (Loetz glass vase in this size 

is rare), 12.2"Hx9.8"dia

$800 $1,500 $300

247 A blue iridescent art glass vase with antler handle by Loetz, 6.3"Hx8"x6.5" $300 $500 $100

248 A rare art nouveau overlay signed Loetz iridescent glass vase,  also signed by artist, 

10.2"Hx4'dia

$300 $500 $100

249 Pair Czechoslovakia emerald glass vase decorated with dancing nude in relief, 

4.9"Hx2.8"dia

$400 $700 $150

250 A fine unsigned antique baccarat compote bowl with gold leaf, 4.4"Hx6'dia $300 $500 $100

251 Antique unsigned Baccarat center bowl with gold leaf, 6.95"Hx10.55"x5.2" $500 $800 $150

252 6pc wine decanter set by Mettlach, 9.25"Hx4.4"x4.25", 1.1"Hx10.75"dia, 

2"Hx19.5"x1.45" (4)

$400 $700 $150

253 French art nouveau gilt bronze inkwell and pen holder set, 3.2"Hx12.85"x6.2" $300 $500 $100

254 A beautiful European antique silverplate decanter with repose design to depict figures 

and animals in relief, the handle in figural motif, 11.15"Hx7"x4.5"

$300 $500 $100

255 Pair fine art nouveau gilt bookends, 6.55"Hx4.65"x3.1" each $100 $300 $30

256 Pair bronze sculpture depicting classical figure by Eutrope Bouret (France, 1833-1906), 

dated 1872, 14.25"H, 14"H

$1,500 $3,500 $700

257 Antique wood carved Santos, 25.25"H $250 $450 $80

258 A bronze box with gilt bronze figure on top as handle, 6.25"Hx5.9"x5.5" $300 $500 $100

259 Victorian gilt spelter sculpture (20.7"H) depicting girl and boy, signed, 23.5"H $600 $900 $200

260 An interesting bronze sculpture of a football player, signed J. Crockett, 10.7"H $200 $400 $80



261 A fine bronze sculpture with carved ivory face, depicting the portrait of knight by 

Georges Omerth (France, 1895-1925), 15.5"H

$1,500 $3,500 $800

262 Pair fine KPM porcelain vase, panel painted with classical scenes, 17"Hx9.25"x6.5" 

each

$2,000 $4,000 $700

263 Beautiful 4pc Venetian glasses; Pair candelabra (9.5"Hx11.4"x5.5" each), a wine cup 

(5.3"Hx2.7"dia) and a Tazza (6.5"Hx4.55"dia) (one candelabra arm repair)

$400 $700 $150

264 Bronze sculpture (17.75"H) "flying eagle" signed Shoop for Gary Shoop, edition 15/50, 

dated 1981

$600 $900 $200

265 A Victorian disc player by Criterion in excellent working condition with pedestal stand, 

with 40 discs, 45.25"Hx26.5"x21.1"

$3,000 $5,000 $1,000

266 Charcoal on paper "group of figures" by Ben Shahn (New York, 1898-1969), 

19.2"x55.5"

$600 $1,200 $200

267 Charcoal on paper "seated nude" by Ben Shahn (New York, 1898-1969), 22"x17" $600 $1,200 $200

268 Oil on canvas "abstract landscape with people" signed Max for Peter Max, 30.5"x22.5" $600 $1,200 $200

269 Oil on canvas "spirit of the west" by California artist Jefferson Stephen Ward (1876-

1941), 30.2"x36"

$600 $1,200 $200

270 Pochoir "horse and carriage" by Henri Toulouse - Lantrec, 10.1"x17.2" $800 $1,500 $250

271 Oil on canvas "California seashore scene" by Pauline Hiler (1892-1977), 14.5"x29.5" $400 $700 $120

272 Oil on canvas "portrait of Persian girl" singed M. Mills, dated 1887, 27.5"x17.5" $500 $800 $150

273 Pair 18th century oil on canvas painting "architectural Cappriccio with figures by ruined 

arch", in the school of Francesco Lazzaro Guardi (1712-1793), painting relined, 

45.5"x27'

$2,000 $4,000 $800

274 3 fine Yixing teapots, 4"Hx7"x4.75", 3"Hx6.75"x5", 4.25"Hx6.9"x4.6" $150 $350 $50

275 Red shoshan stone seal, 2.2"Hx1.6"x0.95" $100 $300 $30

276 4 items; antique Chinese lock (8.7"L) with key, fossil fish plaque (4.75"x3"x0.5"), 3 

Indian arrow heads (3.2"L, 1.55"L (2)), and a agate plaque (5.35"x4.6"x0.8")

$100 $300 $30

277 Chinese framed watercolor depicting horse and calligraphy, 8.75"x17.5" $100 $300 $30

278 Chinese framed calligraphy panel, 18.5"x14" $100 $300 $30

279 Chinese fine watercolor scroll depicting bamboo tree and calligraphy, 77.2"x18.75' $150 $350 $50

280 2 Chinese Yixing clay teapots, 3.75"Hx5.5"x3.65", 3.1"Hx5"x3.4" $100 $300 $30

281 Antique Chinese champlevé jar (14"Hx9.5"dia) with dragon motif handle $150 $350 $50

282 A white jade carved pendent (1.65"L) and an agate seal (2.3"Hx0.6"dia) $100 $300 $30

283 4 pieces; 3 Chinese vintage famille rose teapots (5.1"H, 4.75"H, 4"H) and a rare Chinese 

green egg shell porcelain vase (7.05"Hx3'dia) (the egg shell vase top repair)

$150 $350 $50

284 2 chenxiang wood bead (16.5mm dia (15), 15mm dia (15)) bracelet and a coral tubular 

bead (approx. 1.9"Lx0.5"dia (9)) bracelet

$100 $300 $30

285 A horn carved knife (10"L) with ivory enhancement $80 $150 $20

286 2 silver like scroll weights (8.15"L each) decorated with zodiac and flowers, and a silver 

like ring set with white jade (25x19mm)

$100 $300 $30

287 Pair Chinese rosewood pedestal stand with marble inset, 35.8"Hx14'dia each $300 $500 $100

288 Chinese rosewood side table, 22.2"Hx26"x20" $100 $200 $30

289 Japanese early 20th century rosewood table top pedestal, 4.9"Hx17.6"x12.05" $80 $150 $20

290 Chinese Yixing clay tea set; including teapot (5.25"Hx6.1"x3.75") and 6 cups 

(1.75"Hx3.05"x2.4" each) and saucers (0.4"Hx3.3"dia each)

$100 $300 $30

291 Large Japanese Satsuma jar, panel painted with landscape with figure, with gilt fulion 

final and porcelain stand, 30.2"Hx11.8"dia

$300 $500 $100

292 Chinese famille rose porcelain vase (8.25"Hx3.75"dia) painted with mother and children 

scene

$100 $300 $30

293 Unusual natural agate and crystal boulder (hairline), 3.5"Hx2.25"x2" $80 $200 $20

294 Pair Chinese famille rose porcelain hat stand painted with landscapes, 11.1"Hx5"dia 

each

$100 $300 $30

295 A fine Chinese white Peking glass carved seated GuanYin, 12.2"Hx6.25"x4.2" $150 $350 $50



296 A large Chinese rosewood carved GuanYin with dragon and phoenix, 19"Hx8.25"x3.5" $300 $500 $100

297 A Chinese tea glazed porcelain vase, 7.1"Hx4.9"x3.6" $100 $300 $30

298 Chinese 19th century famille rose porcelain vase (11.55"Hx4.5"dia) painted with fairy 

tale scene

$100 $300 $30

299 Chinese huanghuali wood carved brush holder, 5.4"Hx4.75"dia $150 $350 $50

300 Chinese 19th/20th century famille rose porcelain vase (13.45"Hx4.7"dia) painted with 

fairy tale scene

$100 $300 $30

301 Chinese gilt bronze gilt Buddha, 9.5"H $300 $500 $100

302 A fine Chinese gilt bronze dragon, a well balanced example, 14"H $150 $350 $50

303 A Chinese 19th/20th century porcelain plaque (14.5"x9.5") painted with landscape $700 $1,500 $250

304 Chinese rosewood 3-seat bench (37"Hx63"x24") designed as bamboo branch motif, with 

marble inset (12"dia, 10"dia (2)) on back

$800 $1,200 $300

305 An important Chinese vintage rosewood center table, the front and back carved with 

fairy tale scene, accented by fruit and flower motif throughout, 31.65"Hx42.2"x24"

$1,000 $3,000 $300

306 A fine hetian white jade carving (2.8"Hx1.6"x1.05") depicting an old fisherman $600 $900 $200

307 A fine Chinese hetian white jade carving depicting cicada resting on lotus leaf $300 $500 $100

308 2 Chinese antique blue and white wine cups, 1.4"Hx2.75'dia, 1.6"Hx2.8"dia $100 $300 $30

309 Chinese antique bamboo carving depicting GuanYin, 4.75"Hx2.9"x2.65" $150 $350 $50

310 Extremely rare Chinese antique pineapple lacquer bamboo brush holder (5.5"Hx4.1"dia), 

possible 18th century (lacquer minor chip)

$100 $300 $30

311 Rare Chinese 19th century chenxiang wood (沉香木) carved box in the form of 

pheasant, 3.6"Hx4.5"x3.2"

$350 $750 $150

312 Chinese 19th century bamboo carving depicting mountain scene with scholar, 

3.6"Hx2.9"x2.75"

$150 $350 $50

313 extramely rare Chinese antique pineapple laquer wood carved brush holder 

(5.9"Hx4.55"dia), possible 18th century, Konxi mark

$150 $350 $50

314 Rare Chinese 19th/20th century huangyang wood (黃楊木) carved Guanyin, 13.35"H $300 $700 $100

315 A rare Chinese 19th/20th century yixing clay brush holder (5.25"Hx4.2"dia) decorated 

with landscape and calligraphy, signed by artist

$300 $500 $100

316 A Chinese early 20th century huangyang wood (黃楊木) carved Daoism god, 13.5"H $300 $500 $100

317 An important Chinese antique gilt bronze Buddha with beautiful engraved work 

throughout, Ming Yongle (大明永樂) mark, 11"Hx9"x6.5"

$5,000 $9,000 $1,500

318 A fine Chinese watercolor scroll depicting flower and children by Chinese contemporary 

artist Tang Yun (唐雲, 1910-1993), 34.15"x15.7"

$1,500 $3,500 $500

319 Chinese vintage watercolor folder with landscape watercolor paintings on silk, total 9 

paintings (9.5"x10.4" each), unsigned (foxing)

$300 $500 $100

320 Chinese framed embroidery (19.5"x24") depicting dragon head, the eye and the beard in 

the mouth are replacement. This piece is cut off from a large Chinese robe (the fabric of 

the robe was deteriorate)

$300 $500 $100

321 Chinese reference book (12.3"x9.3"x0.95") "the Chinese scholar's studio, artist life in 

the late Ming period"

$100 $300 $30

322 Chinese 18th century Peking glass small vase (4.6"Hx1.35"dia) in brilliant ruby red 

color, Lillyman collection, published and illustrated in E.B. Curtis "Chinese glass 

making: a fusion of techniques" 1998 (copy of essay provided) (hairline in middle, 

possible manufacture flaw)

$600 $900 $200

323 A beautiful Chinese 19th century blue Peking glass GuanYin (10.6"H), Lillyman 

collection, published and illustrated in E.B. Curtis "Chinese glass making: a fusion of 

techniques" 1998 (copy of essay provided)

$800 $1,200 $300

324 Chinese 19th century Peking glass carved pendent (1.6"x2.2"x0.3"), Lillyman collection, 

published and illustrated in E.B. Curtis "Chinese glass making: a fusion of techniques" 

1998 (copy of essay provided)

$400 $700 $120



325 A Chinese antique superbly carved yellow Peking glass vase (7.7"Hx3.15"dia) with 

Qianlong mark, Lillyman collection

$800 $1,200 $250

326 A beautiful Chinese jadeite carved Guanyin, 10.75"Hx6.25"x3" $1,000 $3,000 $300

327 A fine zitan wood carving depicting lohan stand on toad, 13.75"Hx6"x5.2" $700 $1,200 $250

328 A beautiful vintage zitan wood carved box (3"Hx11.3"x7.8"), overlay with ivory, mother 

of pearl, and shoshan stone to depict forever knot and bats

$700 $1,200 $250

329 A rare Chinese Hindustan style celadon jade carved covered box, panel carved in flower 

and bird motif in relief, 5.1"Hx5.3'x3.1"

$800 $1,500 $250

330 Chinese 19th/20th century watercolor on silk scroll depicting erotic scene, 32"x13.2" $500 $1,000 $150

331 Chinese antique famille rose porcelain bowl (3.55"Hx6.8"dia) painted with flowers, 

Jiaqing (嘉慶) and of period (2 hairline on top)

$100 $300 $30

332 A highly important Chinese square Yixing clay teapot (5.5"Hx7"x3.75") by Chinese 

master maker Chen Shoufu (陳壽福, 1853-1926), the studio dragon mark with Fuji 

(福記) character stamped on bottom

$1,500 $3,500 $500

333 Pair Chinese vintage huanghuali wood book cabinets, 70.7"Hx36.35"x15" each $5,000 $8,000 $1,500

334 A beautiful Chinese multi-stone (15-24mm dia) carved bead necklace (17"L); including 

jadeite, agate, Peking glass, crystal, and others

$300 $700 $100

335 Set of 4 beautiful Chinese antique watercolor on leaves (approx. 6.2"x3.75" each) 

depicting ladies in different professions

$600 $900 $200

336 An important Chinese bamboo carved brush holder (6.2"Hx5"dia) depicting mountain 

with scholar, signed Zhang Buqing (張步青)

$1,500 $3,500 $500

337 A fine zitan wood carved brush holder (7.7"Hx6.1"x6.5") depicting figures and 

calligraphy

$500 $800 $150

338 Chinese archaic style bronze covered censor in the form of water buffalo, 

10.25"Hx16.6"x5.3"

$300 $700 $100

339 A fine Chinese Republic period (ROC) large blue and white porcelain jar 

(19.75"Hx14"dia) painted with dragons with handles in deer head motif

$500 $800 $150

340 A life size 19th century Thailand gilt wood Buddha (66.5"H) (wood crack on back) $700 $1,200 $250

341 Framed Japanese 19th century watercolor (11.8"x7.55") depicting peacock, and a 

Chinese early 20th century embroidery panel (22.5"x14") depicting eagle

$150 $350 $50

342 Pair fine Japanese early 19th century Satsuma vase (6.5"Hx3.25"dia), panel painted with 

fairy tale scene

$400 $700 $150

343 Antique Japanese Satsuma vase (4.75"Hx2.3"dia), panel painted with samurai scene, and 

an antique Satsuma vase (5.85"Hx2.5"dia), panel painted with figures

$300 $500 $100

344 3pc antique Satsuma; antique Japanese Satsuma jar (6.25"Hx5'dia), panel painted with 

100 monk scene, top lid replaced, a Satsuma bowl (1.7"Hx4.25"dia), and a small 

Satsuma plate (0.9"Hx4.5"dia)

$300 $500 $100

345 Unusual antique Japanese Satsuma vase (6.15"Hx3.8"x3.8"), panel painted with Samurai 

scene, signed

$200 $400 $70

346 Three 19th century Japanese Imari bowls, 4.7"Hx9.85"dia, 4.2"Hx8.4"dia, 

3.8"Hx7.5"dia

$400 $700 $150

347 A beautiful Japanese 18th/19th century Imari center bowl with bronze ormolu, qilin 

motif handles and winged dolphin feet, 10.8"Hx17.3"x9.5"

$500 $800 $150

348 A fine Japanese master crafted samurai sword, dated 1942 (the 17th year of Showa), 

signed by sword maker, 38.3"L

$800 $1,200 $300

349 A fine Chinese 19th/20th century bronze hu, a copy of archaic bronze example, 

14.5"Hx7.1"x6.5"

$700 $1,200 $300

350 An important vintage Chinese court necklace consist of cultural pearl (approx. 10mm dia 

(108)), turquoise (7.5mm dia (33)) and other beads

$1,000 $1,500 $300

351 Chinese celadon jade carved bowl (1"Hx9.2"x7.1"), center carved with twin fish motif 

in relief, with bat motif handles

$600 $900 $200



352 Chinese turquoise carved square ink box (1.7"Hx3.5"x3.5"), top carved in taotie mask 

motif in relief

$300 $500 $100

353 Chinese Hetian pebble jade carved boulder (3.85"Hx3.4"x1.6") depicting mountain 

scene with scholar, with stand

$500 $800 $150

354 Chinese celadon jade carved seated GuanYin, with russet inclusion, 7.6"Hx4"x2.75" $600 $900 $200

355 Chinese celadon jade carved incense box, with longevity symbol on top, 3.8"Hx2.15"dia $200 $400 $70

356 Chinese coral (8.5mm dia (63)) necklace with dzi bead (28mm x 32.5mm dia) $150 $350 $50

357 Chinese agate carved table ornament (1.4"Hx4.05"x1.9") decorated with birds and 

flowers

$300 $500 $100

358 A beautiful celadon jade boulder (5.3"Hx3.2"x1.6") with stand, engraved with landscape 

and calligraphy

$400 $700 $150

359 A beautiful Chinese jadeite carved ruyi, 10.5"L $600 $900 $200

360 Chinese white jade carved armrest decorated with calligraphy, 8.7"x2.4"x0.35" $500 $800 $150

361 Chinese dzi bead (0.8"L (26), 1.5"L) necklace and a large Chinese dzi bead (2.1"L) $150 $350 $50

362 2 amber necklaces, approx. 0.75"dia (28), approx. 0.8"x1.3"x1.2" (25) $150 $350 $50

363 2 boxes of Chinese tea sealed in huali wood boxes (2.75"Hx10.15"x6.2" each) carved 

with 8 treasure items in relief

$150 $350 $50

364 2 Chinese zitan wood carved armrests; one carved with fruit and flowers in relief 

(1.95"Hx6.1"x3.6"), and the other carved with calligraphy (7.4"x2"x0.2")

$150 $350 $50

365 A huanghuali wood box carved with dragons in relief, a beautiful example, 

19.75"Hx19.6"x15"

$800 $1,200 $250

366 Pair large rare vintage jichi wood (雞翅木) cabinet (頂香櫃), 92.5"Hx39.2"x24" each $3,000 $5,000 $1,000

367 3pc rare jichi wood furniture; 2 horseshoe armchairs (38.5"Hx31"x25.5" each) and a 

center tea table (27.6"Hx19.2"x15.2")

$2,000 $4,000 $700

368 Antique Chinese ivory carved plaque (4.3"x1.7"x0.35") to be used as the pass for 

imperial palace

$300 $500 $100

369 Pair important spinach jade carved incense holder (6.5"Hx2.15"dia each) carved with 

mountain scene with scholars in high relief

$1,500 $3,500 $500

370 A fine ink stone with stone carved fitted box (1.4"Hx4.9"x3.5") decorated with 

calligraphy

$150 $350 $50

371 Pair fine celadon jade carved armrest carved with pine tree scene in relief, 8.5"x2"x0.8" 

each

$800 $1,500 $300

372 2 Chinese vintage tea packages, 2.5"Hx4.5"dia, 4.1"Hx6"x5.5" $150 $350 $50

373 2 zitan wood carved covered boxes (3.5"Hx4.75"dia each) for chess set, decorated with 

calligraphy

$300 $500 $100

374 A Chinese zitan wood small pedestal table, top accented by huanghuali wood panel, 

12.5"Hx22.25"x10.5"

$300 $500 $100

375 A very unusual large huanghuali wood pipe, 35.5"L $500 $800 $150

376 A fine huanghuali wood low table, 9.25"Hx28.4"x18" $600 $900 $200

377 Chinese vintage gilt bronze statue of Guandi, 17.5"H $4,000 $7,000 $1,500

378 Korean blue and white porcelain vase painted with dragon (minor chip on top rim), 

15.25"Hx10"dia

$150 $350 $50

379 Korean celadon porcelain teapot, 6.5"Hx8.5"x5.75" $100 $300 $30

380 Korean vintage celadon vase (top rim chip), 10.5"Hx7"dia $100 $300 $30

381 Chinese early 20th century rosewood curio stand, 37.8"Hx25"x12.6" $500 $800 $150

382 Pair bronze censor in the form of fulion, 8.5"H $500 $800 $150

383 A large rosewood brush holder (7.7"Hx8.1"dia) inlaid with mother of pearl $300 $500 $100

384 A fine bronze censor (3.3"Hx8.2"x6.2") with handles in elephant motif $300 $500 $100

385 Blue and white porcelain plaque (13.5"x9.25") painted with scholar scene, with 

rosewood stand (23.5"Hx14.5"x7")

$300 $500 $100

386 Zitan wood carved Buddha accented with huangyang wood head, 9.7"Hx5.8"x5.3" $300 $500 $100

387 A fine zitan wood brush holder, 5.3"Hx5"dia $300 $500 $100



388 Pair huangyang wood brush holder, 10.55"Hx3.1"dia $300 $500 $100

389 Pair yellow Peking glass vases, 10.7"Hx5.6"dia each $200 $400 $80

390 Pair white marble fragment carved with qilin in high relief, 6.7"Hx10.2"x10.5", 

6.2"Hx9.7'x10"

$150 $350 $50

391 Chinese cinnabar on wood vase (18"Hx9.3"dia) made as lamp (24.7"H) $150 $350 $50

392 Chinese rosewood ruyi (11.9"L) with white jade inset (2.7"x1.8") $150 $350 $50

393 A fine zitan wood carved ink well with dragon motif in high relief, 1"Hx6.9"x4.2" $100 $300 $30

394 3 Chinese vintage cylinder shape tea cakes, 9.4"Hx1.5"dia, 8"Hx2"dia (2) $150 $350 $50

395 A fine shoshan stone carved seal in seated Buddha motif, 3.5"Hx3"x2" $100 $300 $30

396 A small zitan carved table screen (6.65"Hx4.2"x2.65") with bamboo plaque (4"x2.6") 

decorated with calligraphy, and a zitan paper weight (2.5"Hx2.8"x2.8") with bamboo 

handle

$150 $350 $50

397 Pair Chinese early 20th century famille rose porcelain covered jar painted with 

landscape, 17"Hx10"dia each

$300 $500 $100

398 Chinese spinach jade carving in the form of archaic bronze weapon, 14.85"L $100 $300 $30

399 A cinnabar style box (3.2"Hx6.6"dia), housing 5 jadeite carved archer's ring (approx. 

1.35"od)

$150 $350 $50

400 3 Chinese jade carved plaques depicting calligraphy (3.25"x1.95"x0.25"), garden scene 

(2.45"x1.8"x0.35"), etc. (2.9"x2"x0.25")

$100 $300 $30

401 A rare Tibetan glass bead (0.45"Lx0.65"dia-0.5"Lx0.75"dia (46)) necklace $100 $300 $30

402 A white jade carved ink stone (3.3"x1.65"x0.85") and a green stone carved ink stone 

(0.6"x4.9"x3.5")

$100 $300 $30

403 2 jadeite bangle bracelets, 0.5"Dx2.9"od, 0.55"Dx2.85"od $150 $350 $50

404 A large bronze censor (4.65"Hx10"dia) decorated with dragon in relief $150 $350 $50

405 A huali wood box, 4.7"Hx14.6"x8.2" $150 $350 $50

406 A fine bronze censor, 3.9"Hx3.45"dia $100 $300 $30

407 Bamboo carved brush holder (6.9"Hx6.1"x5.45") decorated with lotus flower in 

reticulated style

$150 $350 $50

408 Unusual bronze censor (2.85"Hx5.9"x4.2") with edge in foliate style $100 $300 $30

409 Rosewood plaque carved with landscape with deer, with rosewood stand, 

16.7"Hx15.6"x5.7"

$150 $350 $50

410 2 carved wood wall plaque (22.35"x13.8"x1" each) in gourd shape, decorated with 

calligraphy

$150 $350 $50

411 Archaic style bronze platter (5.1"Hx12.9"x10.7" decorated with geometric pattern $150 $350 $50

412 Bronze statue of seated Buddha, 13.25"Hx7.5"x5.8" $150 $350 $50

413 Chinese famille rose porcelain incense box, 1.5"Hx5.5"x2.2" $100 $300 $30

414 3 bangle bracelet; a wood (0.75"Dx3"od), a white jade (0.45"Dx3.1"od) and a jadeite 

example (0.45"Dx2.85"od)

$150 $350 $50

415 A fine pale celadon jade carving (2.1"Hx1.65"x1.95"), possible a final of censor cover $100 $300 $30

416 An agate carved ornament (2.6"x1.8"x1.1") depicting scholar in relief $100 $300 $30

417 A celadon jade carved buckle (4.05"L), and a white jade carved dancer (3.3"H) $100 $300 $30

418 A turquoise carved seal (1.9"Hx2.2"x2"), and a dzi bead (0.8"dia (14), 1.9"L) bracelet $100 $300 $30

419 3 items; a white jade seal (1.1"Hx2"x1"), a white jade cigarette holder (3.5"Lx0.7"dia) 

and a shoshan stone seal (3.75"Hx0.95"x0.7")

$100 $300 $30

420 Chinese pearl (approx. 0.45"dia (108)) and jadeite (0.6"dia (4), 0.8"L (4), 

1.5"x1.35"x0.25") court necklace

$150 $350 $50

421 Chinese lapis bead (0.4"dia (108)) necklace $100 $300 $30

422 Unusual blue and white porcelain grinder(?), 8"Hx13.2"x12.3" $150 $350 $50

423 Chinese grey jade carving depicting a monk, 2.2"x1.7"x0.7" $100 $300 $30

424 Chinese yellow Peking glass ink box (2.1"Hx3.4"dia) decorated with dragon $100 $300 $30

425 A fine Chinese square bronze censor, 3.6"Hx5.75"x5.75" $150 $350 $50



426 Collection of Chinese rose canton porcelain pieces; including a teapot, 5 boulean cups 

and saucers, 6 cups and saucers, and 9 plates, total 32pc

$300 $500 $100

427 Chinese onyx carved ornament (17.5"x6.5"x2.8") depicting dragon on stand $150 $350 $50

428 A beautiful Chinese shoshan stone boulder (9.5"Hx14.25"x7.6") carved with 2 birds on 

rock

$600 $900 $200

429 Chinese celadon jade carved plaque (3.6"x2.55"x0.35") depicting Guandi $150 $350 $50

430 3 unusual shape Yixing teapots, 6.5"Hx8.6"x4.2", 6.25"Hx9.5"x6", 4"Hx7.35"x4.4" $150 $350 $50

431 3 Chinese 20th century hand painted porcelain plaques (14.1"x9.4" each) painted with 

flowers and figures

$150 $350 $50

432 Chinese blue and white porcelain jar (8.5"Hx7.1"dia) painted with flowers $100 $300 $30

433 Chinese blue and white porcelain jar (9.25"Hx10.5"dia) painted with dragon $100 $300 $30

434 Chinese watercolor scroll depicting bird and flowers, 50.3"x13.25" $100 $300 $30

435 Chinese framed watercolor on rice paper depicting landscape, 37.5"x17" $100 $300 $30

436 Chinese inside painted snuff bottle, 2.9"H $80 $150 $20

437 Chenxiang wood ruyi, 13.75"L $100 $300 $30

438 2 Chinese Peking glass necklace, approx. 0.35"dia (75), 0.7"dia (12) $100 $300 $30

439 A jadeite bead (0.5"dia (39)) necklace $100 $300 $30

440 A crystal bead (0.5"dia (109)) necklace $100 $300 $30

441 A bian stone (砭石) bead (approx. 0.5"dia (108)) necklace $80 $150 $20

442 An amber ornament, 3.2"x2.85"x1.2" $100 $300 $30

443 A inside painted snuff bottle (2.7"H), and a Peking glass snuff bottle (2.7"H) $100 $300 $30

444 A blue and white porcelain snuff bottle (3.6"H), and a agate snuff bottle (2.65"H) $100 $300 $30

445 Pair Chinese shoshan stone seals (2.6"Hx2"x2" each) connected with links $100 $300 $30

446 A fine bronze table ornament (5"Hx7"x3.3") depicting qilin $150 $350 $50

447 A large bronze mirror, 0.7"Dx7.4"dia $100 $300 $30

448 Chinese tortoise shell fan, 8.8"L $100 $300 $30

449 Chinese bronze sculpture of seated Buddha, 12.5"Hx8.2"x5.7" $300 $500 $100

450 A Yixing teapot decorated with bamboo tree, 5.1"Hx7.5"x4.2" $80 $150 $20

451 3 shoshan stone seals with qilin finial, 2.05"Hx1"x1", 2.05"Hx1.05"x1.05", 

2.2"Hx1.05'x1.05"

$100 $300 $30

452 3 items; a horn carved cup (3.1"H), a horn carved pipe (5.4"L) and a horn carved 

medicine scoop (4.6"L)

$100 $300 $30

453 4 Chinese Yixing clay teapots (3.4"H, 3.4"H, 3.9"H); including a twin teapot 

(3.95"Hx6.85"x2.85") with silver like overlay

$100 $300 $30

454 An amethyst bead (0.65"dia (18)) bracelet, and a coral (0.7"dia), jadeite (0.8"Lx0.6"dia 

(2), 0.55"dia (2)) and agate bead (0.8"Lx0.55"dia (2)) bracelet

$100 $300 $30

455 2 teeth (approx. 4.2"L each) (possible wolf) with lion head motif final $100 $300 $30

456 A fine rose quartz bead (0.35"dia (108))necklace $100 $300 $30

457 A dzi bead (1.2"L, 1.45"L, 1.5"L, 1.7"L), coral (0.45"dia (3)), turquoise bead (0.5"dia 

(2), 0.3"dia (24)) and seed(?) (0.35"dia (64), 0.3"dia (4)) necklace

$100 $300 $30

458 4 bracelets; one possible huanghuali (0.9"dia (10)), a dzi bead (approx. 0.8"dia (11)), 

and a seed like bead (0.5'dia (21)) bracelet, (0.65"dia (13))

$100 $300 $30

459 A coral bead necklace (29"L), a turquoise bead (0.35"dia (108)) necklace and a coral 

(1.3" -2"L x 17 piece) bracelet

$100 $300 $30

460 A lapis bead (0.65"dia (9)) bracelet and a dzi bead (0.75"dia (11)) bracelet $100 $300 $30

461 Chinese horn bead (0.55"dia (6)), dzi bead (0.5"dia (2)), coral bead (0.7"dia, 0.45"dia 

(2)) and jade bead (0.8"Lx0.55"dia, 0.6"dia (2)) bracelet, and a Chinese turquoise bead 

(0.45"dia (2), 0.3"dia (3)) and Peking glass bead (0.35"dia (27)) bracelet

$100 $300 $30

462 A fine Chinese coral bead (0.45"dia (44)) and turquoise bead (0.6"Lx0.5"dia (3), 

0.35"dia, 0.3"dia (2), 0.2"dia (2)) necklace

$100 $300 $30

463 Chinese bronze miniature vase (4.2"Hx2.5"dia) decorated with garden scene, and a 

bronze incense holder (6.5"Hx1.7"dia) decorated with calligraphy

$100 $300 $30



464 A Peking glass stem bowl (4"Hx4.15"dia)decorated with plum tree $100 $300 $30

465 A beautiful Chinese famille rose porcelain jar (14.9"Hx12.5"dia) painted with dragons, 

and with deer motif handles

$150 $350 $50

466 A fine stone carved ink well with cover, with calligraphy, 1.7"Hx6"x4" $100 $300 $30

467 A round white jade ink box (1"Hx2.2"dia), and 2 shoshan stone seals (0.9"Hx1"x1.05", 

0.85"Hx0.95"x0.95") in rosewood box (2.1"Hx3.4"x2.15")

$150 $350 $50

468 Pair possible horn carved fruit, 1.6"Hx2.25"dia, 1.55"Hx2.5"dia $100 $300 $30

469 Horn carved small incense holder (3.2"Hx2.5"dia), and 2 horn carved lingzhi (3.75"L, 

4"L)

$100 $300 $30

470 A possible horn carved libation cup, 3.7"Hx6"x5" $100 $300 $30

471 2 items; a shoshan stone seal (2.4"Hx1.15"x1.15") with fulion final, and a gourd archer's 

ring (1.45"Dx1.5"od) with rooster and calligraphy

$100 $300 $30

472 3 jadeite ornaments, 2.2"x1.45"x0.45", 3.4"L, 1.55"x0.9"x0.55" $100 $300 $30

473 4 items; agate plaque (2.6"x1.5") with figure in relief, green Peking glass ornament 

(3.6"x1.9") and a coral color ornament (1.9"x1.3"), and blue Peking glass ornament 

(1.9"x1.3")

$80 $150 $20

474 A jade (9.7"L) knife with turquoise overlay handle (7.7"L) $100 $300 $30

475 A cinnabar style planter decorated with fairy tale scene, 5.5"Hx12.4"x8.7" $100 $300 $30

476 A turquoise bead ( 0.35"dia (108)) necklace, a jadeite bead (0.35"x0.35" (40), 0.15"dia 

(39), 1.7"Lx0.35"dia) necklace, and a red color bead (0.75"dia (12)) bracelet

$100 $300 $30

477 A wood (0.55"dia (24)) and jade bead (0.55"dia (2), 0.75"dia) necklace, and a carved 

wood (0.55"dia (18))necklace

$100 $300 $30

478 A Peking glass bead (0.3"-0.45"dia (77)) necklace, and 2 venetian glass bead (0.3"-

0.5"dia (58), approx. 0.35"dia (60)) necklace

$100 $300 $30

479 A silver like snuff bottle decorated with fairy tale scene, 3.1"H $80 $150 $20

480 2 cloisonné snuff bottle, 3"H, 3.25"H $100 $300 $30

481 A Peking glass snuff bottle (3.6"H) decorated with fish, and an enamel on glass snuff 

bottle (2.7"H)

$100 $300 $30

482 3 Peking glass snuff bottles; a brown on blue glass (3"H), a brown glass with gold speck 

(3"H), and a turquoise like glass bottle (3.1"H)

$100 $300 $30

483 Amber like snuff bottle (3"H) with dragon decoration, and a horn carved plaque 

(2.8"x2.15"x0.55")

$100 $300 $30

484 Cloisonné snuff bottle (3.1"H), and blue cinnabar like snuff bottle (2.7"H) $50 $150 $20

485 A very fancy Venetian bead (0.6"dia (45)) necklace $100 $300 $30

486 A wood bead (0.3"dia (108)) necklace, and a Venetian glass bead(0.3"-0.5"dia (55))  

necklace

$100 $300 $30

487 5pc turquoise ornament, 1.15"Hx0.75"dia (4), 2.3"x1.7"x1.15" $50 $100 $20

488 A bronze sword (21.4"L) and a bronze martial art weapon (40"L) $100 $300 $30

489 2 brass ink boxes decorated with calligraphy, 1"Hx2.95"x2.95", 1.2"Hx7.2"x3.5" $80 $150 $20

490 A stone ornament (7.1"x4"x2.35") in head motif, and a miniature mask (5.2"x4.1"x1.6") $80 $150 $20

491 Chinese watercolor scroll depicting portrait of Buddha, 36.4"x17" $100 $300 $30

492 2 Chinese scroll of calligraphy, 68.5"x16.5" each $100 $300 $30

493 Chinese watercolor scroll depicting portrait of lady and calligraphy, 23.4"x11.5" $100 $300 $30

494 Chinese watercolor depicting landscape (9"x93.5") and calligraphy (9"x25.5") $100 $300 $30

495 Watercolor scroll depicting calligraphy, 53"x13" $100 $300 $30

496 Chinese framed watercolor on rice paper, depicting mountain scene, 14.25"x17.25" $100 $300 $30

496A Chinese framed watercolor depicting man with flowers, 27"x27" $100 $300 $30

497 Chinese watercolor scroll depicting landscape (48"x23", 7.5"x23" calligraphy) $100 $300 $30

497A Chinese watercolor scroll depicting river scene with boat, 27"x17.5" $100 $300 $30

498 Chinese watercolor scroll depicting people with pine tree, 53"x13" $100 $300 $30

499 Chinese watercolor scroll depicting plum tree, 34.2"x18.1" $100 $300 $30



500 3pc; jadeite cigarette holder (2.9"L), jade ornament (3.35"L) and a Peking glass (0.4"dia 

(32)) necklace

$150 $350 $50

501 Chinese archaic style bronze jar, 8.7"Hx13"x11.5" $150 $350 $50

502 Song junyao style porcelain vase in zon motif, 10.75"Hx3.45"x3.45" $100 $300 $30

503 Song yueyao style brown glazed bowl with leaf design inside, 3.1"Hx8.3"dia $100 $300 $30

504 A Song style brown glazed gourd shape vase, 7.9"Hx5.7"dia $100 $300 $30

505 2pc; a oxblood porcelain water dripper (3.25"Hx4.5"dia), and a yunyao style porcelain 

planter(?) (2.1"Hx6.8"dia)

$100 $300 $30

506 2 ink stones, 1"Hx6.2"x5", 0.5"Hx3"x2.15" $80 $120 $20

507 A Yixing teapot (3"Hx5.1"x3"), and a Song style porcelain teapot (3.5"Hx5.7"x3.8") $80 $120 $20

508 Song dingyao style porcelain bowl decorated with dragon and phoenix in relief, 

2.4"Hx7.9"dia

$100 $300 $30

509 Song cizhouyao style porcelain pillow painted with landscape and rabbit, 

3.7"Hx11.1"x8.2"

$100 $300 $30

510 A bronze censor, 4.75"Hx4.8"x4.5" $50 $80 $20

511 Pair ox blood square porcelain vases, 13.7"Hx4.5"x4.5" each $100 $300 $30


